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BETTER
Breast Exams

Huron Regional Medical Center’s 3D
mammography provides leading-edge
options for breast cancer screening.
TWELVE YEARS AGO,
Jan LaMont was diagnosed
with breast cancer. It came
as a surprise to her, as well
as her doctors. She didn’t
have any symptoms. She
never felt a lump. And if she
hadn’t received her annual
mammogram, she may have
Jan LaMont
never known she had cancer. Retired Nurse & Breast
Cancer Survivor
“I started getting yearly
mammograms at age 40,”
LaMont says. “That’s my recommendation to
women: don’t skip your annual mammograms.”

Story continues on page 4.
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A Letter from Our CEO
Committed to Our Community
AT HURON REGIONAL Medical Center,
we know that families have a choice about
where they will receive health care services.
Day after day, we are honored when they
choose us. In an ongoing effort to prioritize
our goal to provide safe, quality and
effective patient care, we are working hard
on a three-year strategic plan to improve
our operational and strategic performance
while meeting the needs of our community.
Together with our board of directors
and QHR Health, our management
company, we have developed a strategic
plan that streamlines our areas of focus.
This simplified approach is critical
as we navigate several COVID-19-era
organizational changes, including a new
electronic health records system, new
leadership and new physicians.
As part of this strategic plan, we are
focusing on three key components: keeping
care local, operational excellence and
cultural transformation. Each of these
pillars is co-dependent, and we achieve our
greatest success when we are improving
and making strides in all of these areas.

Erick Larson

We want families in our community to
know how important their experience is to
HRMC, and each of these pillars supports
that mission.
Everyone at HRMC has an important
role to play in this process, especially critical
team members on our front lines. From
our registration staff to our surgery techs,
our medical records staff to our amazing
nurses – they are all influencers of the
patient experience. It is up to them to make
connections with the community we serve,
individualize each patient’s experience,
demystify the work that we do and execute
in the manner of a world-class organization.
This does not happen overnight and
requires great focus on the things that
matter most. Our strategic plan helps us do
that, and we are excited to deliver.

Erick Larson
President and CEO
Huron Regional Medical Center

Construction Continues
> At the HRMC
Physicians
Clinic
The vertical
expansion of the
Huron Regional
Medical Center
Physicians Clinic
is on target, with
the second story
enclosed and work
beginning on the interior walls,
floor and ceiling. We greatly
appreciate the patience of the
community and our patients
during the construction traffic
and noise disruptions.
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> In the Hospital
HRMC Imaging Department
The hospital imaging department remodel
is moving right along in anticipation of the
new 3D mammography unit installation
(see story starting on page 1) and new
state-of-the-art MRI.
Outpatient Treatment Areas
Work will soon begin on the expansion and
remodeling of the emergency room and
outpatient treatment areas into the space
previously occupied by the mammography suite.
■ To keep up with progress, visit our
website at www.huronregional.org/
construction.

www.huronregional.org

Welcome, Dr. Hughes
Kristen Hughes, MD, internal medicine physician,
will be accepting new patients at Huron Regional
Medical Center this September.
DR. HUGHES GREW up in a small town in rural Ontario,
Canada. She traveled to complete her medical training,
receiving her doctor of medicine at the University of
Medicine and Health Sciences in St. Kitts & Nevis and
completing her internal medicine residency at Wayne State
University in Michigan. Now, she plans to settle down in
Huron with her husband, Thaddeus, and one-year-old
son, Micaiah.
“We felt right at home,” Dr. Hughes says. “During our
first visit to Huron, the HRMC staff was so welcoming and
helpful in our transition. I have wonderful memories from
my childhood in a small town and hope my son will have
the same.”
Dr. Hughes loved every specialty in medical school, but she
decided to pursue internal medicine because of the versatility

Kristen Hughes, MD,
Internal Medicine

and opportunity to treat patients with a range of needs. She
is excited to emphasize patient education in her practice.
“I feel like I have two jobs: treating and teaching,”
Dr. Hughes says. “I want my patients to understand all
aspects of their treatment. This encourages them to have
autonomy over their medical care.”
When she’s not working, Dr. Hughes enjoys spending time
with family, baking and running. She started playing hockey
in high school and has played for different organizations
over the years. Dr. Hughes hopes to find new hockey
opportunities in South Dakota.
■ Visit www.hrmcphysiciansclinic.org or call
(605) 353-7660 for more information or to schedule
an appointment with Dr. Hughes.

Welcome, Dr. Mathers
Brett Mathers, DO, internal
medicine physician, will join Huron
Regional Medical Center this fall.
ON SEPTEMBER 20, Dr. Mathers will join the
Brett Mathers, DO,
Huron Regional Medical Center team as an
outpatient physician, seeing patients at the Tschetter Internal Medicine
and Hohm Clinic.
Many people find it surprising that Dr. Mathers worked as a professional
chef before becoming a physician. Several factors inspired him to leave the
culinary field to pursue medical school.
“I decided to make the career change when my wife was diagnosed with
multiple sclerosis,” Dr. Mathers says. “Also, an orthopedic surgeon I met in
culinary school played a role in my decision. He encouraged me to not give
up on my dream of becoming a doctor and to just go for it.”
With the support of others, Dr. Mathers moved on to complete his
doctor of osteopathic medicine at Midwestern University and residency
at Canyon Vista Medical Center in Sierra Vista, Arizona. While he still
enjoys cooking as a creative outlet, he’s excited to be a part of the allencompassing world of internal medicine and guide patients as they
improve their health.
“I really do care,” Dr. Mathers says. “I know plenty of doctors say that.
But I’ve been on both sides of the patient–doctor relationship. Caring for
patients is the main reason I became a doctor. I want my patients to know
I’m here to be their advocate and join them on their health journey.”
■ Visit www.huronregional.org/find-a-doc or call (605) 352-8767 for
more information or to schedule an appointment with Dr. Mathers.
www.huronregional.org
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The Bigger Picture

Prevention Is Paramount

Breast cancer screenings are a vital step in prevention. One
in eight women will be diagnosed with breast cancer in her
lifetime. Annual mammograms allow physicians to detect
cancer at its earliest and most treatable stages. And now,
Huron Regional Medical Center is getting a boost in breast
cancer detection, with the addition of 3D mammography.
“With 3D mammography, several different angles of
X-rays recreate a three-dimensional image of breast tissue
on a computer,” explains Anthony
Loewen, MD, general surgeon
at HRMC and New Life Clinic.
“Many studies suggest that 3D
mammography allows radiologists
to identify more cancer cases. It
also decreases false positives, or
identifying an area of the breast
as suspicious for cancer when it’s
Anthony Loewen, MD,
not actually cancerous. Fewer false
General Surgery
positives mean fewer unnecessary
breast biopsies and more peace of mind for the patient.”
For comparison, traditional 2D mammography takes
images of two sides of the patient’s breast. To take these
images, the machine flattens or compresses the patient’s
breast to help separate breast tissue. A 3D mammogram still
compresses the patient’s breast, but it takes several photos
while the machine moves in an arc, then splices the photos
together to create a 3D image.
“We can use the analogy
of a loaf of bread,” says Ann
Van Winkle, RT(R)(M)(CT),
registered technologist of
radiology, mammography,
at HRMC. “With 2D
mammography, you can look
at the top and sides of the
loaf. 3D lets us look at each
individual slice.”
This means that tumors
Ann Van Winkle, RT (R)(M)(CT),
& Lanah Reimer, RT (R)(M)
hiding in overlapping
tissues might be seen more easily with 3D imaging. Using
this technology for regular cancer screenings can help
radiologists detect small changes in the breast, leading
to finding cancer in more treatable stages and improving
patient outcomes.
“We want women to feel good about being proactive in
their health care,” Van Winkle says. “A mammogram could
save your life!”

“It’s been well established by numerous studies that
patients’ outcomes drastically improve with early detection,”
Dr. Loewen says. “This is the basis of breast cancer screening.
We know it can be unnerving for patients sometimes, but
the risk of not identifying cancer in earlier stages can have
serious consequences.”
The American Cancer Society recommends women
at average risk for breast cancer begin having annual
mammograms by age 45, but they may start as early as 40.
The ACS notes that women age 55 and older can switch to an
every-other-year screening schedule if desired. Talk to your
primary care provider about when and how often you should
be screened.

Care Close to Home
After receiving her cancer diagnosis, LaMont underwent
surgery to remove her breast cancer. Now, she’s an advocate
for breast cancer prevention, speaking to women about the
importance of regular breast cancer screenings.
“The great thing is 3D mammograms are more detailed
than what was available when I was diagnosed,” LaMont
says. “With the technology at HRMC, it’s close to home. Your
annual screening is something you can do during your lunch
hour, and it could save your life.”
If something is found during your screening, our team will
provide leading-edge, compassionate breast cancer care.
“Oftentimes, I can perform a breast biopsy of a suspicious
lesion within 24 hours of the initial screening,” Dr. Loewen
says. “We get results from our pathologists within three
business days. If surgery is deemed necessary, patients can
have it performed close to their homes and families. Followup care is local as well, and it’s easy for our patients to reach
us if they have any questions.”
■ Are you up to date with your breast cancer screening?
To schedule a mammogram, call (605) 353-6334 or visit
us online at www.huronregional.org/mammo.

The HRMC Foundation has kicked off a campaign to raise $400,000 for
the new 3D Mammography system. Events are planned and an appeal
will be hitting mailboxes soon. The HRMC Foundation supports three
pillars, including People, Wellness and Technology, that promote the
health and well-being of our community. If you would like to make a
lasting impact on local health care, contact Shawn Martin, executive
director of the HRMC Foundation, at (605) 353-6319.

Thanks to our generous HRMC Foundation donors, Huron Regional Medical Center provides
free mammograms to any woman who meets the following criteria:
•

Has not had a mammogram in the last year

•

Is between the ages of 40–64

•

Is uninsured or has insurance that will not cover a mammogram

■ To apply, call (605) 353-6246 or complete the online form at

www.huronregional.org/mammo.
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Back to School,
Back to Normal?
Learn how to get back into a routine
after a year of unpredictable.
GOING BACK TO school after a summer off is never easy.
But going back after a completely bizarre year will be even
more of a challenge for many families.
“It’s normal to be anxious when heading back to school,”
says Vincent Oyler, MD, family medicine physician at
Huron Regional Medical Center Physicians Clinic. “But we
predict this year will see much higher levels of anxiety in
kids of all ages.”

How to Settle Into a Routine
If your child is starting a new school, go visit ahead of time.
Tour the school and meet with the principal or homeroom
teacher. Start getting up earlier a little bit every day for two
weeks before school starts so that first early day back isn’t
so brutal. Stock up on healthy food for breakfast on the go,
lunchboxes and afternoon snacks. Kids feel better and learn
better on full stomachs.

Vincent Oyler, MD,
Family Medicine

Make sure your kids are up to date on immunizations
and any needed physicals for sports.
If after-school activities aren’t in the way, try to get
homework done immediately so that your kids have a bigger
block of downtime before going to bed.

It’s OK to Ask for Help
If your child is struggling with anxiety weeks after school
has started, talk with both teacher and their health care
provider about possible causes.
“Being in school full-time without a mask may be hard for
some students,” Dr. Oyler says. “Talking about it is the only
way to get help.”
■ Visit www.huronregional.org/find-a-doc to find
a provider who can offer back-to-school physicals,
advice and immunizations.

Are Your Children
Age 12 or Older?
They Need a COVID-19 Vaccine.
The FDA has approved COVID-19 vaccines for use
in adults and kids age 12 and up. The vaccines
are safe, extremely effective and completely free.
They will not affect your or your child’s fertility.
If vaccines are approved for younger children later
this fall, as seems likely, children under age 12
should also get them.
Some people who get vaccinated may experience
side effects, such as a sore arm or mild fever, for
24 to 72 hours afterward. This is a normal immune
system response. When scheduling the shot, factor
in a recovery day, just in case it’s needed.

Visit www.huronregional.org/covid19-information for the latest on
COVID-19 vaccines.

www.huronregional.org
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Thank You
We at HRMC Foundation are incredibly thankful for our generous donors, including those we
acknowledge here from the last few months and everyone who has given throughout the year.

We appreciate your support!

Shawn Martin,
Executive Director

HRMC Foundation Donors, April 1, 2021 through June 30, 2021
General Endowment
Farm Credit of America
Denny and Peg Mahowald

In Memory of Gerri Boyd
Robert and Penny Glanzer
George and Deborah Kuhler
Steve and Diane Peters
In Memory of Helen Clark
Georgia Beckwith
In Memory of Francis
Kallenberger
Roger and Rhonda Hanson
George and Deborah Kuhler
Alex and Sara Solem
In Memory of Selma Laabs
Jan LaMont
In Memory of Dr. Clifford and
Virginia Lardinois
Michael and Carolyn English
In Memory of Dale May
Steve and Diane Peters
In Memory of Clyde Pietz
LaVaughn Pietz
Brenda and Tony Arteman
Daryls J. Baum
Shawn and Karla Chase
Todd and Diane Friese
Irene W. Haley
Roger and Rhonda Hanson
Wandax and Rick Hoffman
Todd and Kelly Korkow

Bob Myer’s Memorial
Golf Tournament

Erickx and Nicolaxn Larson
Joelx and Amy Nelson
Dougn and Chris Stahly

Marvin Kelley Insurance
Snow, Huether & Coyle
Lisa Boomsman
William and Renada Cahill
Marie Fawcett-Bales
Bush and Susan Fullerton
Michael and Kathy Harrison
Reed and JoAan Hittle
Erickx and Nicolaxn Larson
Michael Miller
Thomas and Tammy Myers
Karl and Dee Osberg
Holly Rounds
Rob and Jane Sondreal
Bob Van Steenbergen
Michael and Lisa Von Bergen
Corey and Karla Wiegel

In Memory of Gerri Boyd
Owen and Jacki Bainx
Randy and Adele Jacobson
In Memory of Helen Clark
Dr. Cy and Teresa Haatvedtx
Randy and Adele Jacobson
In Memory of Lorraine Jarman
Ronald and Karon Ziegeldorf
In Memory of Francis
Kallenberger
Dean and Alison Dennis
Ronald and Karon Ziegeldorf

Helping Hands

Dr. Paul & Carol Hohm
Healthcare Scholarship
Endowment

South Dakota Community Foundation
In Memory of Carolyn Gray
Joseph Gray
In Memory of Francis
Kallenberger
Irene W. Haley

Healthy Huron
Endowment

Huron University Foundation
Quick Care
United Way Heartland Region
Paul and Mary Aylward
Barry Cranston
Robert and Holly Hohm

x denotes HRMC Employee

Dawn Allenx
Jeanie Allerdingsx
Donna Bartelx
Rod Benderx
Diane Bluex
Sara Braskampx
Carla Brockx
Dennise Brockx
Kelly Burkex
Michelle Carlsonx
Gerri Carpenterx
Dr. Sara Castellanosx
Margie Caviezelx
Janice Christensenx
Cheryl Costellox
Kathy Coughlinx
Dawn Crandallx
Debbie Cutshawx
Deanna Deckerx
Chuck DeJeanx
Stacie Dowlingx

Peggy Eckmannx
Sara Eckmannx
Mati Feldermanx
Adele Flaneryx
Deb Frenchx
Susan Fuerstx
Wayne Gallx
Amy Gamberx
Mary Glanzerx
Kris Gohnx
Teresa Haatvedtx
Rhonda Hansonx
Lisa Heerx
Melissa Heinenx
Mary Hillbergx
Rochelle Hill-Harperx
Natalie Hollerx
Kathy Holtx
Darlene Hykex
Sam Janesx
Joann Jonesx
Dawn Johnsonx
Saren Kahrex
Jennifer Kalaharx
LaNette Koufx
Marie Langbehnx
Pam Langbehnx
Lauren Marquardtx
Shawn Martinx
Scott McGaughx
Jeff Myersx
Ginger Neitzertx
Joel Nelsonx
Jeff Noyesx
Joani Ochsnerx
Pam Poulissex
Shane Pricex
Barbara Reillyx
Jenny Reimerx
Kim Riegerx

n denotes HRMC Foundation Board Member

Janet Rogersx
Janna Rosex
Vickie Rounds
Deb Rycraftx
Nancy Schwartzx
Pam Shoultzx
Tyler Shoultzx
Janice Smidtx
Nathan Sneedx
Brooke Sydowx
Jim Tapkenx
Julie Uttechtx
Chase Walderx
Lisa Wallensteinx
Nancy Webbx
Kay Williamsx
Raven Zephierx
Marcia Zwanzigerx

Huron Nursing Program
Huron Community Foundation
Wheeler Family Fund

Hospice Endowment
In Memory of Larry Ames
Lois, Rachel, Marshall and Raymond
A. Polfus
In Memory of Pam Boomsma
Lois, Rachel, Marshall and Raymond
A. Polfus
In Memory of Gerri Boyd
Nancy Adams
In Memory of Francis
Kallenberger
Debra and Charlie Erickson
Corinn and Kyle Uttecht
In Memory of Wayne Waldron
Wayne and Kathleen Waldron

s denotes HRMC Board Member

Save the Date

for Golf

What: 22nd Annual HRMC Foundation Humanitarian Golf Tournament
When: September 18
Where: Broadland Creek Golf Course
Who: Four-person teams (you and three friends)
Cost: $350 per team – Includes greens fees, cart fees, lunch and awards dinner

Get details online at www.hrmcfoundation.org or by calling (605) 353-6319.
See you on the greens!
6 wellone
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One woman’s willed donation creates
a lasting effect in our community.

A Legacy of Learning
WE ARE GRATEFUL for the generosity of the Colleen
Yunker Education Fund. The donation supports students
committed to furthering their education and giving back to
their community in South Dakota. Each year, part of this
donation will go toward the Huron Regional Medical Center
Foundation’s Healthy Huron scholarship fund.

can achieve their dreams of becoming nurses with the help of
Colleen Yunker’s generosity, so that the impact of her donation
will be felt throughout our community for years to come.
■ Visit www.hrmcfoundation.org to learn how you can
support our future health care providers.

Helping Huron Stay Healthy
The first students to receive their scholarships with the help of
the Colleen Yunker Education Fund are Reagan Rozell, Sarah
Renner and Hailey Bixler. Rozell and Renner, having already
completed their licensed practical nurse program, will use the
funds to complete the associate degree in nursing program at
Southeast Technical College. Bixler will attend South Dakota
State University to pursue a bachelor of science in nursing.
After each have completed their education, they will return to
work at HRMC or within our community in Huron.

Past, Present and Future
We feel honored that these women will use their skills to help
provide health care to our community. We’re thankful they

Reagan Rozell,
ADN Program,
Southeast Technical
College

Sarah Renner,
ADN Program,
Southeast Technical
College

Hailey Bixler,
BSN Program,
South Dakota
State University

2021 Commitment Scholarship Recipients
Every year, students pursuing a career in a high-need
medical field, such as nursing and surgery technician,
are chosen to receive a Healthy Huron Commitment
Scholarship. The scholarship was set up in 2016 as a way
to help meet one of the biggest challenges of rural health

Brynn Haider,
LPN Program,
Mitchell Technical
College

Jennefer Cruse,
ADN Program,
Mitchell Technical
College

Lexi Quam,
LPN Program,
Southeast
Technical College
www.huronregional.org

care – ensuring that members of rural communities have
access to highly trained medical professionals. After
graduation, scholarship recipients commit to returning to
Huron to work in a community medical facility for a set
period of time. Congratulations to this year’s recipients.

Torrey VanBerkum,
LPN Program,
Lake Area Technical
College

Chit Sanow,
LPN Program,
Southeast
Technical College

Lar Eh Paw,
MLT Program,
Lake Area
Technical College

Paige Snyder,
LPN Program,
Southeast Technical
College

Khukle Shee,
MLT Program,
Lake Area
Technical College

Jasmine McDermott,
Surgical Technician
Program, Southeast
Technical College
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ACHTUNG: Wenn Sie Deutsch sprechen, stehen Ihnen kostenlos sprachliche Hilfsdienstleistungen zur Verfügung. Rufnummer:
1-800-529-0115. (TTY: 711 or 1-800-877-1113).

DE

“When your child needs the
emergency room, driving even
an extra block is too far. We’re
blessed in Huron that we have a
critical access hospital right here.
If you have an emergency, you’re
being cared for by friends and
neighbors who really care. You’re
not just another number.”
– Angie Uttecht

ATENCIÓN: si habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística.
Llame al 1-800-529-0115. (TTY: 711 or 1-800-877-1113).
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Huron Regional Medical Center complies with applicable federal
civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, national origin, age, disability or sex. For more information,
see the link on our homepage at www.huronregional.org.
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One thing Uttecht is always eager to tell prospective buyers about is the
health care available in Huron.
“One of the things people are looking for when moving to a new area is
quality health care,” Uttecht says. “It’s so nice for me to be able to tell them
what a great hospital Huron offers.”

FR

Supporting HRMC

PAID

As owner of Ace Realty, Uttecht is passionate about giving back to the
community. “It’s rewarding when you can give back to the community that
has given so much to you,” she says. “I raised my kids here, and they went
to school here and got a great education. There’s no better way to give back
than through the hospital.”
Uttecht is involved in other areas of the community as well, volunteering
her time for the Huron Area Chamber and Visitors Bureau, including
serving as past president, and she currently serves as treasurer of the
Greater Huron Development Corporation.
“In the real estate business, we often provide the first impression
people have of the area,” she says. “The more you volunteer, the more
you know, and that allows me to be a good advocate and cheerleader for
the community.”

NONPROFIT ORG.
U.S. POSTAGE

Committed to the Community
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ANGIE UTTECHT CARES deeply about the Huron community, and she
is especially proud of the hospital. Not only is she a frequent donor to
the HRMC Foundation, she also served on the Foundation board for
nine years, including as past chair. She even stepped in to take the helm
when the Foundation was between executive directors. After completing
her service in 2019, she was thrilled to be elected to the hospital’s board
of directors.
“I didn’t want to give up my connection to the hospital,” she says. “I was
really fortunate a position became available.”
If Uttecht looks familiar, it may be because she attends nearly every
HRMC Foundation Papa Luigi event and Humanitarian Golf Tournament.
She is always willing to pitch in to help with the planning of such events,
engaging her contacts to donate pin prizes and auction items.

HURON REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
172 4TH STREET SE
HURON, SD 57350

Angie
Uttecht

This publication in no way seeks to serve as a substitute for professional medical care. Consult your physician before
undertaking any form of medical treatment or adopting any exercise program or dietary guidelines.
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